The American Society of Plant Biologists has published The Arabidopsis Book (TAB) as a free online compendium since 2002. ASPB is providing funds for the production of TAB as a public service.

Founded by Chris Somerville and Elliot Meyerowitz, TAB now has more than 100 articles online.

The current editorial board is working hard to continue TAB’s ongoing expansion:

Keiko Torii (editor-in-chief)
University of Washington

Caren Chang
University of Maryland

Georg Jander
Boyce Thompson Institute

Dan Kleibenstein
University of California, Davis

Rob Last
Michigan State University

Rob McClung
Dartmouth College

Harvey Millar
University of Western Australia

Doris Wagner
University of Pennsylvania

The board is overseeing all new content development as well as updates to existing articles to keep TAB the most comprehensive and current work on Arabidopsis.

The Arabidopsis Book
Posts New Content!

Photomorphogenesis
Andrej A. Arsovski, Anahit Galstyan, Jessica M. Guseman, and Jennifer L. Nemhauser

Carotenoid Biosynthesis in Arabidopsis: A Colorful Pathway
M. Águila Ruiz-Sola and Manuel Rodriguez-Concepcion

Shade Avoidance
Jorge J. Casal

The Female Gametophyte
Gary N. Drews and Anna M. G. Koltonow
December 26, 2011. Edited by Keiko Torii.

Salicylic Acid Biosynthesis and Metabolism
D’Maris Amick Dempsey, A. Corina Vlot, Mary C. Wildermuth, and Daniel F. Klessig

Molecular Biology, Biochemistry and Cellular Physiology of Cysteine Metabolism in Arabidopsis thaliana
Rüdiger Hell and Markus Wirtz
December 16, 2011. Edited by Harvey Millar.
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The Phenylpropanoid Pathway in Arabidopsis
Christopher M. Fraser and Clint Chapple
December 8, 2011. Edited by Harvey Millar.

Plant ABC Transporters
JooHyun Kang, JinSeung Park, HyunJu Choi, Bo Bura, Tobias Kretzschmar, YoungSook Lee, and Enrico Martinoia
December 6, 2011. Edited by Harvey Millar.
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Plant Physiology® Focus Issue on the Plant Physiology of Global Change

Deadline for Submission: September 1, 2012
To submit an article, please go to http://submit.plantphysiol.org.

Plant Physiology is pleased to announce a Focus Issue on The Plant Physiology of Global Change to be published in December 2012. Lisa Ainsworth and Don Ort will edit this Focus Issue. Research article submissions on all aspects of the impacts and interactions of global change on plants as well as the impacts of plants on global change are invited. The scope of this Focus Issue includes but is not limited to adaptation to single and interacting global change factors, perception of and signaling in response to global change factors, the biology of global change mitigation, agricultural impacts of global change, global change impacts on plant biotic interactions, and plant migration in response to global change.

Authors interested in contributing should indicate this in the cover letter when submitting papers online at http://submit.plantphysiology.org. Please select “The Plant Physiology of Global Change (December 2012)” from the Focus Issue list in the online submission system. Articles published in Plant Physiology on this topic within a year before and after the Focus Issue publication date will be collected in an online Focus Collection on The Plant Physiology of Global Change.

Please contact Lisa Ainsworth (ainswort@illinois.edu) or Don Ort (d-ort@illinois.edu) for additional information.
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STROMULUS DO NOT FORM PLASTID NETWORKS

Join your colleagues at Plant Biology 2012 in Austin, Texas on July 20-24

http://www.aspib.org
Announcing one-touch access to *Plant Physiology* and *The Plant Cell* on your smartphone!

Take the journals wherever you go!

*It’s easy*—

**iPhone or iPod Touch:** Go to the journal site, touch the arrow at the bottom of your screen, and then select “Add to Home Screen.”

**Android:** Go to the journal site, touch a blank part of your screen and hold to bookmark the site, and then create a shortcut to the bookmark.
Free online color is available for all papers submitted to *The Plant Cell*. This new feature allows you to have figures appear in color in the online version of your article but in black and white in the print version, when the color will add value to your image but is not necessary for interpretation of the data.
“Teaching Tools was created to address the stress and pressure of busy educators when they develop course material. The challenge became making the research as current as possible while giving the educator the flexibility to make it work for their students—a kind of living ‘text.’ Let us know how you might use the tools—then we know we have done our work well.”

Mary Williams
Features Editor, The Plant Cell
mwilliams@aspb.org

Teaching Tools in Plant Biology, published by the American Society of Plant Biologists, combines up-to-date peer-reviewed research-based content with flexible presentation components that can be used alone or integrated into your lesson plans so that you can confidently present these exciting topics in your classroom. We’ve addressed the stress and pressure busy educators face when devising course material by providing a short essay introducing each topic, PowerPoint slides, and suggested readings. An editorial innovation from The Plant Cell, one of the most trusted names in plant biology.

PowerPoint slides • Lecture notes • Customizable
Peer reviewed • Current and up-to-date

www.teachingtoolsinplantbiology.org